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A brief introduction: logic is a discipline about the form and the laws of thinking. 
It is a new vision for contemporary Academia to study and to evaluate Zhouyi’s 
Logical thinking from the perspective of the logic history of China. 
This article considers that “image” in “Zhou Yi” is “category” whose attribute 
having some rules is decided by the basic image of things. The characteristic of the 
basic image of things is the category collection made up of different things, which 
turns into the basis of “category”. Inference in “Zhou Yi” is a thinking form that 
infers the characteristic of category to this kind of things according to the principle of 
“触类而长之”. This article calls the inference as the inference of “假象喻义”
which has two forms. The first one is inferring the characteristic of the same category 
to another thing of the same kind in order to understand the thing. The second one is 
inferring the characteristic of category directly to this kind of things in order to get the 
information of them. 
The primary basis of Zhouyi ‘s thinking is “category”. Its classification of things 
is based on whether they possess the same attribute or not. Those “categories”, 
include “yin”, “yang”, “the eight trigrams”, and “the sixty-four hexagram pictures”, 
are constituted by a collection of similar things.For the limitations of recognition, at 
that time, it did not raise any subject about essential properties or non-essential 
properties. So the “category” of Zhouyi is quite different from the classification of 
western or modern science. It is in some sense connected with each other, should be 
broader in meaning when compared with scientific classification. 
The inference of Zhouyi is based on this “category”. The laws are “infer by 
category(依类相推)”、“引而申之，触类而长之”. For the reason of whether the 
reasoning structure of property is the essential property or not is still invalid that the 
efficiency of the conclusion can not be assured. 
Zhouyi is a famous work studying divination and philosophy of the heaven, earth and life. 
It’s not logic which regards the logical forms of thinking as the object of study. There is a lot of 
logic in its thinking. But  logic is not its object of study, so it doesn’t submit standard and distinct 
reasoning forms and effective rules of reasoning logic. 
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